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Dear Mr. Thamas:
The Science Advisory Board's (SAB) Research and Development
Budget Subcommittee has compl~ted its second annual review of the
President's proposed budget for the Off.j.ce O,f Research and Development and is pleased to transmit copies tO yoo and Congressional
committees that authorize and appropriatE. funds for this office.
The· President's prop05ed research budget for Fiscal Year ( FY')
1988 for the Office of Research and Development (ORD) is 5353.5 million
and 1,844 workyears, an increase of $8.3 million and a reduction of 22
work years frCJT1 the current fiscal year. The propo'ied budget provides
a relatively stable ba'lis for research planning, wl-tile allowing for
rrodest overall gr<:M:h.
The scope.of the Subcommittee's review addresses three major
issues: 1) trenns in the research budget; 2) continuing core needs
of F:J?A's research prcgram: and 3) canrrents on specific research
programs in eight major areas--air, radiation, water quality, drinking
water, pesticides/toxic :;ubstances, hazardous wast<'Js/Superfund, energy/
acid rain and interdisciplinary research.
The proposed.budget should facilitate ORD's capabillty to provide
technical support for·ongoing regulatory programs and allow for some
modest additional .initiativ<'ls for issues that are of rising priority.
In general, the Subcommittee believes that those programs earmarked for
funding increaSes can effectively utilize these resources. There are
sane canpJtoents of the research program that are currently underfunded
but, given the current budgetary climate, the Subcommittee recommends
additional funding only i-f Congress appropriates new resources.

•
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The S~ittee and the SAB Executive Committee believe that
the enclosed report adds to the range of viewpoints that the
Administration and the Congress should consider in reaching budgetary
decisions, and that scientists and engineers have a responsibility
to present their thoughts and evaluations of the scientific needs
of one of the nation's most linportant institutions.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the proposed research
budget and request that the Agency respOnd to the advice and recommendations provided in this report.

John Neuhold, Chairman
Research and Development Budget Subcommittee
Science Advisory Board

~~·Hv~

Norton Nelson, Chairman
Executive Committee
Scien.ce Advisory Board
cc: A. James Barnes
Vaun Newill
Terry F. Yosie
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This report has been written as a part of the activ-ities of
the Science Advisory Board, a public advisory group pr9viding
extramural scientific information and·advice to the Aeministrator
and other officials of the Environmental Protection Agency. The
Board is stn.ctured to provide a balanced expert assessment of
scientific matters related to problems facing the Agency. This
report has not been reviewed for approval by the Agency, and
hence the contents of this report do not necessarily represent
the views and policies of the Enviroornental Protection Agency,
nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the Federal
government, nor does mention of tracte, names or ccrmercial products
constitute endorsement of recanmendat-ion for use.
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I,

Executive SlaTtnary
The President's proposed budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 1988 for the Office

of Research and Development (ORO) is $353.5 million and 1,844 workyears, an
increase of $8.3 million and a ceduction of 22 workyears fron the current
fiscal year.

The proposed budget provides a relatively stable basis for research

planning, while allowing for m:xlest overall growth.

·.

This is the second consecutive annual review by the Science Advisory
Board of the President's research budget

recammendatio~.

To conduct this

review, the Board created a Research and Development Budget Subcommittee.
scope of the Subconmittee's review addresses three major issues.

The

These

include: 1) trends in the research budget; 2) continuing core needs o£ EPA's
research prcgram; and 3) cCXIl!OOnts on spec i.E ic research pt'cgrams in eight
major areas--air, radiation, water quaiity, drinking wat~t', pesticides/toxic
substances, hazardous «astes/Superfund, energy/acid rain and iriteroiiciplinary
research.
The proposed budget supports ORO's capability

t~

provide technical

support for ongoing regulatory programs and will enable it to develop initiatives
for some selected issues that are of rising priority.

In general, the Subcam-

mittee believes that those programs earmarked for funding increases can
effectively utilize these cesources.

There are some components of the research

program that are currently underfunded but, given the current budgetary
climate, the Subcommittee cecommends additional funding only if Congress
authorizes and appropciates new resoucces.
In last year's ceport,

t~e

Subcommittee pointed out that, over a nUMber

of yeacs, a serious underfunding of the in-house pcograM had occurced and
recanrrended a reversal of this tcend.
is available during

t11e

A modest increase in these cesources

cuncent fi.scal yea!:", and a fucther small increase (of

S2 million for a total of Si04

~illion)

is proposed Eor FY '88.

The Subcommittee
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reiterates its reccmmendation of last year that even greater support of the
in-hoose progr<lll is needed.
Providirg adequate support for the in-house research program, canbined

with resolving several salient needs of ORD personnel, can greatly contribute
to the productivity of the Office of Research and Development.

A strong in-

hoose capability can also enable ORD to "rrore effectively manage its extramural
budget.
EPA's ability to achieve its goal of building risk-based decision making
will rest largely on its ability to maintain and enhance the technical skills
of its personnel through training and other forms of professional development.
In order to achieve this objective, the Subcommittee recommends that EPA
undertake two initiatives:

.

.

o Develop a strategy to... better define EPA!s )<ey
sc;ientific staffing ·
.
needs.

Such a strategy should address the magnitude of the current skills-

mix problem, training and other needs of existing st;o.ff, identification of
new scientific skills needed and their relationship to new hiring decisions,
analyses of resources needed for key risk assessment activities and their
relationship to workload models, and recommendation of specific steps that
build competence in risk assessment.
o Analyze the budgetary implications of such a

strat~

with the goal

of making specific recc:rrm;ndations to the Office of l'lanagement and Budget and
the Congress to provide adequate levels of. support.
At present, there arc a number of issues of growing public concern
which, through thoughtful and prompt EPA response, can be effectively managed.
Examples include stratosphceric ozone modification and climate change, biotechnology, and assessing risks to ecosystems.

l~at

is needed is for EPA to

develop a better system of "ayes and ears" that can alert it to issues beyond
today's imrrediate regulatory and statutQry prioriti,.s.
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The Subcanmittee recC1llllends two rrechanisrrs to aid in developing an
improved capability to define emerging issues.
previous EPA initiative entitled the

The first is to revive a

Envi~nta~

OUtlook.

The purpose of

this document was to provide information on environmental trends and future
problems, with a particular emphasis on the relationship between socio-economic
changes and their influence on the environment.
A

s~cond

mechanism available to EPA is the investigator-initiated

exploratory grants program.

This program shculd be reoriented to penni t more

input from laboratory and program office directors and to improve their
ability to utilize the results of investigator-initiated research.

A central

theme of. the grants prograM should be to develop data and methodologies for
risk assessment or risk reduction.

rf,:this occurs, a greater constituency

for the program will evolve wi,thin EPA and sF!culd not lessen the al'lility of
extramural scientists

~o

continue their practice of

~ubmitting

investigator-

initiated research proposals, nor CQ!Iprcxnise their ,;,'1ility to perfonn innovative
research.
I!.

I~!oduct_ion af!9_§_c~~

ot_the

J<evi~

To provide the scientific data needed to identify and assess public health
and environmental problems, and to support the promulgation and enforcement
of

r~JUlations

and standards under its authorizing statutes, the Environmental

Protection Agency maintains a number of research programs,

Congress has long

recognized the need for improved scientific data and the important linkage
bet~een

the Agency's research and regulatory activities, and has recently

augmented the research pratJram by authorizing that research be conducted under
the Superfund Amendments and RealJthorization Act.
Managing a research program in a regul<ltory Agency
difficult task.
deadlines, and

1s

an extrarely

The very nature of the regulatory process--with its short
oftenti~s

rapidly changing

prioriti~~--confronts

EPA's research

programs with a set of challenges that most research organizations, such as
the National Institutes of Health and National Science Foundation, do not
encounter in efther frequency or degree.

At the same tiJre, research carried

out by EPA needs to achieve the same standards of quality expected of other
research organizations by the scientific community,

These and other challenges

to EPA's research have existed since the Agency's inception and will persist.
The Science Advisory Board, since "its creation, has otserved and actively
reviewed the scientific quality and direction of EPA's. research programs.
Beginning last fiscal year, the Board initiated two steps that are consistent
with its independent research review role.

These steps included: agreeing

with ORD's recommendation to evaluate at least six individual research programs
per fiscal year; and reviewing the President's proposed research budget for
the caning fiscal year.

The Board has ·continued this activity to the present

time.

The Science Advisory Board's ongoing reviews
budgets address several intet:related issues.
o Evaluation of EPA's research
ot: sponsored by the Agency.

ne~is

rJ!:

research programs and

Thes,, include:

and

curr~nt

research carried out

Particular emphasis is placed on the future

direction of research needs and efforts.
o The integration of research data and methodologies across programs.
o The skills of EPA scientific personnel.
The Board's review of the pt:oposed research budget for FY '88 was carried
out by its Research and Development Budget Subcani'Iittee,

The Subccrnmittee

met in executive session on January 6-7, 1987 in 1'/ashington, D. c. to receive
detailed background br.l<lfings fr.o:n the staf.f •)f both the Office of Research
and Development and the

•)f~

ic"

<)f

the Ccrnptroller, and to begin preliminary
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drafting of its report.

On January 15, the Subcommittee's Chairman, Dr. John

Neuhold, briefed the Executive Committee of its preliminary findings.

The

Executive Colmittee approved the report on March 4, 1986.
The Subcommittee's review addresses three major issues.

These include:

1) trends in the research budget1 2) continuing core needs of EPA's research

program1 and 3) caments on specific research programs in eight major areas--air,
radiation, water quality, drinking water, pesticides/to~c substances, hazardous
wastes/Superfund, energy/acid rain and interdiscipiinary research.
The Subcommittee also reflected on Administration and COngressional
responses to its budgetary report of last year and found two encouraging
developments.

One is the gradual stability of the research program that has

evolved over the past several years,

i.o both dollars and staff,

in the face

of continuing pressure f?r budgetary reductions across the Federal governme~t:
The second is the slowly growing amount of resources made available to EPA's
in-house J:"esearch pJ:"ogram.

While the Subcanmittee c:,ntinues to believe that

the in-house program is underfunded, seniol:' EPA managers recognize the
importance of the issue.
Because of. time and other limitations, the Subcommittee did not attempt
to conduct a budgetary :review of every J:"esearch program.

Instead, it carnnented

upon pl:'ogJ:"ams that eitt.1er account foJ:" a lai:''Je fraction of the budget, address
significant scientific issues in suppol:'t of EPA J:"egulatory programs OJ:" receive
insufficient priority given the magnitude of the scientific or public policy
issues that are at stake.

A SUMma!.'}' •.:>f the pl:'o.:Jram categodes in the research

budget for FY '88 is presented in Appendix I.
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III.

Trends in

1.

th~s~c_h

Budget

Resource Levels
To be productive, any research program must experience continuity

in research direction and management and have access to a stable level of
resources.

This need for stability stE!!!IS fran a nurnber of intersectirg

factors including: the lead time required to acquire and-maintain skilled
technical personnel and equipment: planning and executing the research design:
data analysis and interpretation; and preparation and publication of technical
reports, including peer review.
of $353.5 million, an increase
EPA's FY '88 research budget_., pr~al
'
.•..

of S8.3 million over th., current f'Y '!P' estimate, provides a stable basis of
funding, while alla..>ing. for !'!'Odest overall gra..>th.
trend that has been evolving since FY '84.

This represents

a welca'llEi

It should support ORD's capability

to provide technical support for ongoing regulatory programs and will enable
it to alla..> for sare rrodest additional initiatives hr issues that are of
rising

priority~

In general, the Subcommittee believes that those programs

earmarked for funding increases can efficiently absorb these resources.
There are same components of the research program that are currently underfunded
but, given the current budgetary climate, the Subcommittee recommends additional
funding only if Congress authorizes and appropriates new resources.
Personnel work years, or I"''Es (Full Time Equivalents), experience a
reduction of

21.~ ~rom

the fY '87 level of 1,865.8.

Table I presents ORD

budgetary and ITE data b.otween PY '80 and the rY 'SA proposal.
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TABLE I
OFFICE

(I

RESE.AA<J! AND DMIDPMENT

BU~J\FY

AND PERSONNEL RESOURCES

FY '80 lliRCXX;li FY '87

s

in Millions*

ITE

FY '80 Actual$

$ 336.47

2,344.3

FY '81 Actuals

299.04

2,167.7

FY '82 Actuals

244.69

1,982.0

FY '83 Actuals

215.12

1,853.2

FY '84 Actuals

234.84

1,782.9

FY '85 Actuals

286.95

1.804.6

FY '86 Actuals

320.02:

1 ,821. 6

FY '87 EstiJnate

345.20

1,865.8

FY '88 Proposal

353.51

1,844.2

.

.

(Includes Salaries and Expenses and Extramural Research and Development)
2.

Intramural and Extramural Resources
ORD funds are appropriated into two general categories, salaries

and expenses (S&E) and research and development (R&D),

S&E funds support

staff salaries and the major in-house research programs conducted by ORD
laboratories and field stations.

R&D funds are generally applied toward

research corducted by extramural scientists and engineers and are directed at
developing scientific methonologies and data in various program areas, in
addition to EPA sp::msor<'>d scientific workshops and peet: reviews.
In last year's report, the Subcommittee pointed out that, over a nuMber
of years, a serious underfunding of the in-house program had occurred and
recommended a reversal of this trend.

A modest increase in these resources

is available during the curr.,nt fiscal year, and a further small increase (of
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$2 million for a total of $104 million} is proposed for FY '88.

The Subcommittee

reiterates its recommendation of last year that even greater support of the
in-hCl.!Se program is needed.
!V.

Same Continuing Core Needs of EPA's Research Pregram

The public health and

environment~!

issues that confront EPA and its

research programs continue to grow in both number and

In addition,

c~lexity.

many of the scientific issues with which it contends are also relatively new
to the scientific community's research agenda.

Examples of these issues

include investigating the risks of health effects other than cancer, assessing
the public health hazards associated with exposures to chemical mixtures at
hazardous waste sites, and examining

~

petential

genetically engineered organisms.

enviro~ntal

effects of
•

One of ·the central challenges of managing EPA's ·research and development
program is the need to keep pace with and respond expeditiously to the sometimes
rapidly changing regulatory agenda.

To successfully meet this challenge, ORD

must articulate a core research agenda that conceptually defines, integrates
and iMplements EPA's key information needs, while introducing new scientific
approaches.

It must also maintain a core of scientific talent with sufficient

flexibility and breadth.to exibit knowledge of bOth existing and emerging
scientific problems, and with sufficient depth to synthesize and interpret
scientific data in a manner that will withstand independent scrutiny by the
scientific community and regulated parties.

It also needs expertise to meet

the increasing requests for teGhnical support fram EPA regional offices and the
states.
The ability to maintain a core agenMa supported by appropriate and
skilled scientific staff is directly affected by the level of budgetary support

provided for the program, but it is an issue that also transcends the budget to
encompass or reflect such issues as: the development of effective working
relationships with extramural scientists, the private sector and the Congress;
the freedom to publish research results and enter into productive working
relationships with colleagues outside the immediate research program; avenues
for skill enhancement; and career opportunities.
some areas the Subcommittee believes
availability of t:udgetary support.

ar~more

this report focuses only on

directly affected by the

These include: maintaining skilled pemonnel

and instituting an i.u'proved capability t:o identify emer([lhlg envirormental
problems.
1.

Personnel
Providing adequate support for the in-house research program,

canbined with resolving several salient'; nee& of OIID personneL can greatly
contribute to the productivity of the Office of Research and pev~lcpment •

..

What are ·SOme of ORO's major personnel needs? One need stems from
the age structure of ORD staff.

During a FY '86

influencing the use of S&E resources, same

st~dy

of the functions

characte~istics

were identified

that are displayed in Table II.
TABLE rtl

Some

~haracteristics

of EPA Personnel in ORD and Non-oRD Programs
~n-oRD

Personnel

58% over age 40

36% over age 40

46% with 16+ years of work
experience in the
Federal government

24% with 16+ years of work
experience in the
Federal <Jovernment

35% in Grade 13-15

27% in Grades 13-15

ORD's older work fore" requi::e>s it to continually upgrade the skills of
its staff, but the lack of f<u["lport for changing or upgrading the skills mix
of its personnel can limit r•'lsearch creativity and productivity.
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In addition, the declining support for scientific equipment contrains ORD's
perfonnance.

Figure r2 illustrates the trend in equipment purchases.

One of EPA's primacy goals over the next decade is to i.Jnprove its
institutional capability to conduct risk assessments at both headquarters
and regional offices to support environmental decision making.

This priority

presents major challenges to enhancing the professional_ sldlls and

devel~nt

of existing personnel and will influence the type of personnel hired in future
years.
Risk assessment "capacity building" will make the EPA's decision making
process =re "knooledge intensive" not only for the regulatory offices but
also for the Office of Research and Developnent.
'

conducting research and

~reparing .risk assess~nts

least two additional roles are emerging.
o

ORD's traditional role of
will continue.,

wt

at

They inclu<Je:

Developing risk assessMent methodologies for specific health (including

non-cancer) and ecclogical ef.fects.
o

Providing guidance and technical assistance to regulatory and regional

offices and the states to ensure that newly developed scientific methods are
consistently used.
An example of these emerging ORD roles can be seen in its water quality
based approach research prograM.
principally at the

Dulut~

For a number of years research scientists,

Research Laboratory, have developed

for establishing water quality cdt.:.r:ia.

~thodologies

Ovet: time, these methodologies ha,re

becane increasingly accP;>t"rJ i)y the scienti fie canrnuni ty.

Whil"' work continues

on broadening the use of tete :'lethodologies, efforts arF> also underway to transfer
existing techniques to t:egional
ORD staff play a prcr"inent
training sessions.

rol~

pe~it

writet:S and state and local officials.

in transfering these techniques and conducting

FIGURE 1

2

AlJ.J:CATICN OF SALI\fUES AND EXPENSE RESOliiCES

PC&B--$62.

SUPPORT--$5.6
EOUIP--$3.8

SUPPORT-_:$4.6
~~~I

EOUIP--$6.7
PC&B- -$72. f>-{)0()

·ALL OTHER S&f--$22. 6

~\

S&f--$29.7

1980
TOTAL $104.0

t985
TOTAL $104.6

·• .

SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT OOLLAAS DECLINE BY 43%
TOTAL S&E DOLLARS INCREASE BY ,6%
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EPA's ability to achieve its goal of building risk-based decision making
depends upon its ability to maintain and enhance the technical skills of its
per:sonnel through training and other fonns of professional develcpment.

This

is particularly true of the research program where, as previously noted, a
workforce older than that found in other EPA offices needs opportunities for
matching today's skills with tomorrow's problems.
In order to

~rove

the technical capabilities of its personnel, the

Subcommittee reccmmends that EPA undertake two initiatives:
o Develop a strategy to better define EPA's key scientific staffing
needs.

Such a strategy should address the magnitude of the current skills mix

problem; training anct other needs of

..

·.

~xisting

staff; identify which new

scientific skills are needed .and their relationshi'p to new hiring decisions:
develop realistic cost estimates for key risk assessnent activities and their
relationship to workload models; and recommend specl:ic steps that build risk
assessment capacity.
o Analyze the budgetary implications of such a strategy with the goal
of making specific recommendations to the Office of Management and Budget and
the Congress to provide adequate levels of
2.

suppo~.

capability to Define Emerging Problems
EPA frequently addresses public health or environmental issues at

the point when they have evolved into problems ot serious national or regional
concern.

several recent

~x~ples

docUMent this arqunent including radon,

alternativ"'s to landfilling hilzarr.ws wastes ilnd municipal waste

CO"lbi.IStiO'l.
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At present, there are a number of issues that are evolving into areas
of greater public concern which, through thoughtful and prompt EPA response,
can be effectively managed.

Examples include stratospheric ozone modification

and climate change, biotechnology, and .assessing risks to ecosystems.

What

is needed is for EPA to develop a better system of "eyes and ears" that can
alert it to issues beyond today's immediate regulatory·and statutory priorities.
The SubcCJll!llittee recCill!lends two mechanisms that can aid EPA in developing
an improved capability to define emerging issues.

The first is to revive a

previous EPA initiative entitled the ~ronmental Outlook.3

The purpose of

this <locurrent was to provide information Ql1 enviromental trends and future
.

problems.

'.

It was particularly useful.{n discussing the relationship between

socio-econanic changes and their influe'nce on. the envi'roi1ment.

•

•

Because the

Environmental Outlook was not tied to the allocatinn of resources per se. it
was not constrained by the need to justify a particular research budget.
Environmental Outlook

1J8~

The

anticipated many of the issues that have emerged

as regulatory priorities, including stratospheric modification and municipal
waste combustion.

F.PA should consider re-instituting, on a modest scale, an

effort similar to the

~ironmental

Outlook.

It has thP. real potential to

assist EPA in anticipating the environmental issues of tomorrow before they
reach the problem or crisis stage.
A second

~tEChanism

atory grants program.

available tn F.PA is the investigi'ltor-initiat:P<i explorThis prograw has, for i'lt least two reasons. typically

P.ncounterP.d very weak suvport within EPA and the Office of Management and
Budget.

The Eirst reason is tho'lt it canpeted for resources with other areas

of the research program that had develop8d clcser client relationships with
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the regulatory offices.

The second reason is that the relationship of the

program to EPA's mission nas never been very clear.
For the exploratory grants program to succeed a different rationale is

required.

The Subcanmittee believes the progr""' can assist EPA in develcving

a capability to define emerging problems.

For it to succeed, the program

·.

needs to

be

more closely aligned with EPA's research mission of developing
'•

data and methodologies for risk assessment and risk redgction.

this will

require EPA staff (including laboratory and program office directors) to have
a greater voice in articulating the broad problem areas of Agency need.

If

this occurs, a greater consituency for the program will evolve and should not
lessen the ability of extramural scientists to continue their practice of
submitting investigator-initiated
ability to perform
rv.

~nnov~tive

proposals, nor campramise their

res~rch

research.

Comments on Specific Research Programs
The proposed research budget for FY 88, in general, pursues a direction

charted in FY 87 or earlier.
occurred in FY '87.

Many of. the larger changes in funding actually

This is especially true in programs devoted to hazardous

waste and Superfund research.
In its comments on specific research programs, the

Subc~ittee

evaluates

the rationale contained in budgetary support docurrents that justify funding
increases or decreases, and canparP.s this rationale to the conclusions reache::l
by the SAB in the past year in its re•tiew

of

these programs.

In addition,

the expertise of Subcara:.i tte<-' members has been applied in developing
these comnent>;,
The Subccrnmi ttee eva ltJ.:'Ito><i the Eoll'="'ing prograr.G:
l.

Air
A.

Indoor Air

- 15 -

Approximately $2.5 million is proposed for indoor air research to
focus chiefly on source characterization and health effects.

This represents

a $300,000 decrease above FY '87 levels.
The Subccmmittee believes that the additional resources for this
program are warranted.

Its confidence

.~s

reinforced by a series of policy

and rranagement changes made in this program during the past several ITOnths.
On November 5, 1986 the SAB Indoor Air Quality

Researc~~Review

Panel submitted

its review of ORD' s plan for cletermining future needs on indoor air. 4 The
Panel's major reccmmendations included: 1) developing and adopting a clear
policy statement that indoor air quality is an important and essential
canponent of the responsibility of the. Aqel'lcy; 2) assigning responsibility
for the indoor air quality research pr6gram to an ind_ividual of appropriate
. scientific StatUJ:e with ·specific experience fn this area; 3) the proposed
limited field survey should not be carried out as

~~esented

since the resources

that it would demand are not ccnunensurate with the >cientific information and
insights that would be obtaine<l; and 4) preparing a relative risk assessment
for the more important pollutants (including asbestos, biological contaminants,
criteria air oallutants, and toxic chemicals) in order to clevelcp a framework
for decision making.
In his response of January 22, 1987 to the Panel Chainnan, the AdministrqtGc
concurred with these
to implement than.

rec~ndations

As

an<l indicated the

step~

that were underway

a result, the Subccrnrnittee cortcludes that EP.'\ is

increasingly capable of nanaging the

e~'andecl

resources to investigate sciPntif-

ically and programmaticqlly relevant issues.
B.

Ambient Air 01ality
Funding for

re~P,arch

RP,~earch

w develop anct review J?rimary and secondary
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National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) is proposed at $20.5 million,
a reduction of Sl.l million from FY '87.

APProximately 52.5 million from this

account provides support to the Health Effects Institute (total EPA funding
for the Institute is proposed at S3 million).
At least four research objectives could benefit fran higher levels
of funding in FY '88 canpared to previous years.

These:include:

l) Enhancing the capability for alternative measuring techniques for
ambient exposures.

This area is one of growing importance because of increased

evidence of the shortcomings of fixed station monitoring.

There is a need to

undertake source characterization of pollutants and understand human activity
patterns for exposure assessment.

Bottr issues are essential catlpOnents in risk

assessment.
2) Expandil:lg the support 'for epidemiological stqdies. ·The Harvard Six
Cities Study is providing timely and relevant scientific information to EPA in
revising the NAAOS for particulate matter.

This

ef~ort

supports the general

argument thac an expanded epidemiological program can yield cost-effective
research results to help resolve policy relevant issues in a time frame
compatible with EPA's rulemaking schedule.
3) Improving the capability to extrapolate research results from animals
to humans.

The field of extrapolation modeling is one that promises to yielrl

a number of scientific insights to link animal studies to human health risk
assessnent.

EPA's extraty.)lation f"'deling research efforts, if expanded, can

help resolve many of the curr.;,nt sci.;,ntific uncertainties associated with the
use of animal test data.
4) Increasing research on acidic

aer~~ols.

The budget proposal does not

address this issue, yPt it is likely to emerge as one of the more significant
public health questions over the next several years, especially in relation
to assessing the health risks of acidic deposition.
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C.

Forest Effects of Ozone

This issue, at a funding level of Sl million, appears as an initiative
in a proposed research budget for the first time and represents a welcome
development.

In 1985, the SAB evaluated the needs for a research program

devoted to forest effects.S EPA plans to initiate research in FY '88 to
assess the risk from ozone on

majo~

coniferous and deciduous tree species,

particularly those of Cc;t!I[(Vilrcial value._
D.

Global Climate and Stratospheric Modification

These two interrelated issues have rapidly risen on EPA's list of
research and regulatory priorities.

In FY '87 the Congress provided Sl million

for research related to global warming,

'.

a~ct

the Administration

propos~s

·.

..

S2.1 million for FY '88; stratospheric-ozone was fundro at approximately $900,000
in FY '87-and the

reccmmende~

level for FY '88 reMains approximately the same.

The Subcanmi ttee supports this generally

>Ward trend in research funding.

Cl 0

It notes that the SAB's Stratospheric Ozone Subcanr:-tittee, in its currently
ongoing review of EPA's risk assessment document of stratospheric ozone
modification, has tentatively concluded that environmental risks to aquatic
life and vegetation may be as important as human health risks such as melanoma,
non-melanoma, cataracts and potential effects to the intnune system.6
2.

Radiation
support for radiation research is scheduled to decline from $2.5

million in FY '87 to $1.2 million in FY '88, with the major reduction occurring
in radon mitigation research.

FUnding will continue for off-sit* tPst.ing at

the Department of Fnergy's Nevada Text Site.
The SAB's Radiation Advisory Committee _completed a scientific review
ot EPA's radon mitigation program on January 12. 1987. 7 A major conclusion of

- 18 this review was that "the largest potential reduction of public health risk
for public funds expended would be achieved by dem:mstrating a number of
low-cost mitigation techniques that have a high probability of success in the
majority of residences with radon levels in excess of the recommended guideline.
Within the constraints of accommodating the matrix requirements for potential
mitigation techniques, high-exposure residences shouldhave priority over
lower exposure situations •••• increased attention [should] be given to
pre-and post-mitigation measurements •••• [there is a] lack of emphasis on
mitigation for new construction •••• and more efforts [are recommended] to
include new construction in the text matrix."
At the proposed f'Y '88 fundiryg levels the Subcamlittee concludes that
the radon mitigation program. cannot achieva its previously statect•objecttves
of developing and publishing acceptable mitigation techniques that will apply·
to the variety of problems facing American
3.

harneown~r.s.

water Quality
The fY '88 budget proposes $24.7 million for water quality research,

an increase of $269,000 above the f'Y '87 appropriation.

The water quality

program has three .major components, including the:
A.

Hater Quality Based Approach
The methods for developing water quality criteria have undergone

a steady evolution and extensive review by scientists.

These methocts and the

resulting criteria have attained wide acceptance by the scientific and
communities.

reJUlac~d

EPA and the Congress deserve great credit for providing the

scientific leadership and funding over .a nlJ!Olber of years to achieve the
state-of-the-art.

curr~r.t

- 19 The SAB's Water Quality Based Approach Research Review Subcammittee
evaluated this program in a report dated December 11, 1986.8 This Subcommittee
endorsed the scientific quality of the current program.

Among its major

recommendations for the future direction of the program were the following:
o

From a scientific perspective,.spills, and resulting exceedences

greatly above criteria concentrations, represent the greatest remaining
weakness in the current intensity-duration-frequency

r~latory

framework.

o The ecoregion methods of defining regional patterns in water chemistry
and aquatic biota can be a valuable tool to help states define attainable
goals in water quality and aquatic camrtunity improvement.

EPA should continue

to inform states of the ecoregion concept·,.and assess ways in which the concept
.

can be used in
·a

stat~

Pollution

'.

regulatory programs.

~~om

.

nonpoint SoUrces is a significant road block· to attaining

the national goal of fishable-swUronable waters in nany parts of the country.
EPA research laboratories should expand their efforts to define and characterize
nonpoint source pollution leading to the more effective implementation of
control measures.

o A critical need exists for a pro-active technology transfer program to
assist state agencies and industry in implementing the

~ater

quality based

approach for taxies control.

o The Pqency needs to

coordinat~

this research program with eff<)rts to

develop sediment criteria for toxic chemicals.
The projected

198~ output~

do not identify these l'"lajor reSeil.rch needs

and opport,;nities, althoucJh EPA staff are curre'1tly considering whether to
include them in a stat..;:nent •.:>f F'Y '89 needs.
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a.

Great Lakes

SUpport for Great Lakes research remains stable.

The FY '88 budget

proposes $1.94 million compared to an appropriation of $1,95 million in FY
'87.

This contrasts with the President's suggested reduction of Great Lakes

research by 62% in his FY '87 proposal over FY '86 levels.

The Congress

should ensure that stable research funding continues and seek to appropriate
additional resources given the major contribution of trre Great Lakes for
water supply, recreation and other uses.
c.

Sludge
Research funding for innovative/alternative wastewater technologies,

sludge management alternatives and toxicity reduction methods is recommended
'•

·..

at $8,8 million, a reduction of $234,600 fram FY '87.

.

Several of the major

areas -of scientific uncertainty
.identified by the SAJ39 in its recent revi~
.
'

'

of sludge management disposal options are listed a5 planned research program
outputs Eor FY '88.

These include: evaluation of t:1e toxicity of chronic

I

exposure to chemicals found in sludge: development of design and

~rformance

infoDnation for landfills that receive sludge containing toxic organic substances;
preparation of five environmental indices/hazard profiles for chemicals in
sludge: and development of criteria for risk assessment of pathogens in sludge.
These and other objectives address high priority research needs,

They should

ultimately assist the EPA in generating more realistic risk estimates of
various sludge disposal ortions.
4.

Drinking Water
•

The FY '81l budget proposes a reduction in jrinking water research by
$72,000 for a total program commitment of S23.9 million.

Many scientifically

relevant i:o»•Jes are incor-vorated in the Agency's projected FY '88 outputs
which reflect additional needs and responsibilities resulting from passage

- 21 of the 1986 Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act.

These issues include:

target organ toxicity of drinking water disinfectants and disinfectant byproducts, and controlling disinfection by-products; analytical method validation
studies for organic contaminants newly regulated under the Act; developing a
~thodology

to identify viruses and bacteria for exposure assessment; and

evaluating processes for removing volatile organic compounds, pesticides and
radionuclides.
The Subccmnrittee is concerned, however, that an imbalance exists between
the Agency's increased regulatory responsibilities and lack of a commensurate
increase in research funds to support these responsibilities.

The Subcommittee

.

also questions whether these and other research priorities will attract a
'

critical mass of funding and staff to
5,

'' ·.
~et

program commitments.

Pesticides/Toxic Substances
In general, research in pesticides and toxic substances declines by

$1.4 onillion from FY '87 for a total of $42,2 million.

The Science Advisory

Board has reviewed several pesticide and toxic substances' research areas in
the past one and
A.

one~half

years.

These include:

Biotechnology
Plannen FY '88 outputs for this program include a report on the

movement and survival

~nd

biological control agents in two natural systems;

and health research to provide methods for

detecti~J

and monitoring such

agents in mammalian cells as a basis for developing test protocols.
proposed

budgeta~j ~upport

The

for these and other activities is $7.3 million, an

increase of $350,000.
In its

Februa~f

7, 1986 report on EPA's oiotechnology research

program, the SAB's Study Group on Biotechnology recommended that EPA develop
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a program broader and larger than that envisioned by EPA decision makers.lO
It identified critical priorities in three areas in which EPA lacked a research
capability: 1) dispersal of genetically engineered organisms; 2) remedial
action in the event of a release of such organisms; and 3) environmental
effects of a release, either beneficial or detrimental.
EPA has made modest beginnings in initiating research for some of
these critical needs, but the Science Advisory Board cootinues to believe
that EPA's biotechnology research program, as envisioned for FY '88, does not
effectively address these needs to a sufficient degree.
B.

Ecological Risk Assessment
Ecological risk assessment is an EPA research program of very recent

origin.

The SAB's Ecological Risk As?essr.ent Research Review Subcommittee

completed its evaluation of this program

OR

January 16,·1987, and was·

favorably impressed with the degree of progress man., since its inception in
1985.1 1

Its major conclusion was that the program is comprehensive and

scientifically ambitious.
(perhaps twenty years).

It sets forth a research direction for the long-tenn
In the short-term (five years), it is not achievable

as planned, particularly because some of the key elements (density-dependent
population, community and ecosystem mechanistic models) are based on an
incomplete understanding of the fundamental

~chanisms.

However, the research

staff have made a premising stqrt in identifying some of the major issues
this program should address.

This, combined with some fine-tuning in the

research plan, can produce both an innovative research progran and one that
can deliver shorter-term research products.
There is an underlying implicit
on cOMputer programming,

P~phasis

CQmPUt~tional algoritn~,

(which is at times

ex~licit)

and decision support
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systems.

It is imperative that such decision making tools have a sound

scientific foundation.

Since resources for this program are limited, EPA

should concentrate its research efforts on the development and acquisition
of the scientific data Eor these decision support systems.
The proposed FY '88 budget for this program is $2.6 million, a reduction
of approximately $500,000 from the current fiscal

yea~~-'The

Subcommittee

believes that this program, if maintained over a numter of years, can achieve a
number of useful research results.

It should receive increased and not decreased

support.
c.

Structure Activity Relationships
Structure Activity

Relations~ips

(SAR) is a widely used tool in EPA's

toxic substances regulatory program, particularly the
for new chemicals.

premanufact~ring

program

Through analyses·of existing chemical structures scientists

draw assumptions about the behavior of new chemicalo with similar or different
structures.

Many scientific uncertainties persist in the use of SAR which

EPA's research program is designed to address.
For FY '88, the Administration proposes to increase funding for this
program by $600,000 to'S2,3 million.

Among the proposed activities for FY '88

include: analyses of structurally similar compounds; developing a computer
based system to correlate chemical structure with biological activity; and
developing predictive methods.
The Subcommittee believes that these expanded resources can support an
important Agency need.

It urges that Congress expand the research program to

enable further evaluation of non-cancer
6.

Hazardous

healt~

endpoints,

Wast~s/Superfund

EPA's technical information needs to support its hazardous waste

- 24 renagement programs have greatly increased in the past several }'f!ars.

The

reauthorization of Superfund enables the Agency to develop a research program
that can begin to address these expanded needs.
facing this particular

res~arch

The technical challenges

program are as large, or larger, than those

confronted for any other environmental problem.
EPA anct the Congress anticipated the greater needs for scientific
support for hazardous waste research in FY '87.

ORD received approximately

$40 million in augmented resources for Superfund/LUST for this year, anct the
FY '88 proposal recommends a total allocation of nearly $60 million for this
account.

Research support for hazardous wastes (excluding superfund/LUST)

declines by $5,3 million to $45.2 million in FY '88.

S2.5 million of this

deletion was withdrawn fron a CongressJon~'l. earmark for the Tufts University
Center for Environmental Management.

..

.

The Subcommittee strongly,and

unanimous~¥

urgps that future decisions on research centers result fron a competitive
peer review process.

The total research dollars av.'lilable for the conbinect

hazardous waste/Superfund/LUST programs amount to S t:l5.0 million, an increase
of 15% over the FY '87 level of $90.2 million.
The Science Advisory Board has examined
this

progr~.

A.

thre~

specific areas within

They include:
Superfund Innovative Technologies Evaluation (SITE)
The goal of the SITE

progr~

is to enhance the development,

derronstration anct use of new or innovative technologies to provide ultimate
rerredies for the prev9ntiun or
frcm Superfund sites.

i'1iti:j.~tion

of. releases of hazardous substanc!O's

The program will function through a demonstration of

selected technologies ,,t sp<>cific sites.

It is expected that the private

sector will provide resoucces for the operational
derronstt'ations, while EP_I\ will pay for

s~ling

co~t~

of technolcgy

and analyses costs.

~

The SAB's Environmental

25

Enginee~ing

Committee evaluated the SITE

st~ategy

and P~ogram Plan in a ~epo~t to the Administ~ato~ on June 24, 1986,12
concluded that the
demonst~ated

an

prog~am

had made a

unde~tanding

of alternative technologies,
that need to be

clea~

It

exposition of its goals and

of the Unpediments to the development and use
Liability and permitting are two
the

~esolved befo~e

prog~am

mately $18.5 million is proposed for SITE

rnajo~

barriers

can be fully implemented.

prog~am fund~g

increase of about SlO million from the current year.

App~oxi~

in FY '88, an

The Subcommittee believes

that, contingent upon resolving the liability and permitting problems, the
initial

p~ospect

B.

for the success of this

Waste.
Technologies Program
'·'
•'

The objective of this

cesea~ch p~ogram

~equi~e

FY '88, the

is good.

Alte~ative Haza~dous

implement those sections of the
1984 that

p~ogram

Haza~dous

is to develop data to

and Solid Waste Act Amendments of

the banning of high hazard waste" erom land disposal.

p~oposed

budget is S4. 6 million, a $10'), 000

The current

prog~am

dec~ease

E'or

from E'Y '87.

has five major c·xc'!?onents: technology

assessment of existing processes for the treatment of wastes; solidification/
stabilization (s/s), which concentrates on the characterization of wastes and
binde~s,

the perf.ormarice of s/s technol<XJies and a

eield

vP.rification

effo~t;

emerging technologies; which emphasizes filling gaps in waste technology
needs and continuing the development of specific technologies; waste minir1ization,
dil:'ected

p~imarily

at docurrenting cuJ:"rent industcy po:-•ct.ices; and dissaminati'"lg

infornation about the pt:ogm.m.
The SAB F:nvi J:":>nmental

8ngin~ering

of this program on Septembet: 18, 1986.13

Cani'li tt~e submi tte:l l t,; ,,wiew

Its !"'ajor cc::xmnents for improving

the pt:ogram included:
o

It is primad ly

o~iented

towards

RCRA~rel.-.ted

research not
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all of which is applicable to Superfund (and particularly not to problems
Superfund will face as a result of the RCRA land banning decisions).

The

Superfund portion of the program should be designed to address these gaps.
o The waste minimization component should

be

significantly

strengthened, especially to include establishing a formal network between
industry, academia, and government to share successful strategies, practices,
data, and programs.

More emphasis should be placed Or'! cthe reduction or

elimination (as a result of process changes or product. formulations) of
hazardous wastes.
o ORD should review the choices for evaluating existing technologies/
processes for the treatment of wastes which are to be banned from land disposal
under the 1984 RCRA amendments to be 'sure that potentially significant processes
'

have not been overlooked (such as biological treatment of
liquids, stearn·stripping of wastewaters, and

trea~~~nt

aqueous·o~nic

of residuals frcm

solvent recovery).
o The in-house program should be

expand~i

to provide valuable hands-

on experience to the staff, and to aict the staff in selecting technologies
and Managing extramural projects.
The Subcommittee concludes that the proposed FY '88 budget will not
meet all the above listed needs.

c.

Municipal Waste Con.bustioct
A number of intersecting events have canbined to alter the nation's

awareness, and the public ;x>licy framework, regarding Municipal waste
These include:

gr~iny

&1QI.lnts

<)f

rnna<J"""'"~·

municipal waste t::J be collected and disrooed:

shrinking landfill ca()<>City, particul<>rly in l<>rye

·~rban

areas; limitations
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in the current ·potential for recycling waste and reducing the volume of
wastes generated; difficulties in gaining public acceptance to site new
landfills or other technologies; escalating costs in transportation and
storage of municipal wastes; concerns over the public health and environmental
impacts of storing numicipal wastes in '-landfills, including ground water
contamination; potential for environmental controls on. fandfills that will
_,·

increase their operating costs and legal liability; public health and environmental concerns over alternative waste management-strategies, including
incineration and ocean dumping; and Congressional action through the Hazardous
and Solid Waste Act Amendments of 198'4 that favor ItDre permanent methods of
disposal (i.e. incineration) over the' •sto~age of wastes.

.

During the early 1980's
EPA's
...
drastic funding reductions.

combustio~

.

research
program suffered·
.

As a result, the Agency is currently playing

catch-up to rebuild its research program and to enhance the technical skills
of existing staff.

This occurs at a time of significant public controversy

concerning the incineration of municipal wastes, and of hazardous wastes at
sea and on land.

One of the major reasons that EPA experiences such great

difficulty in gaining public acceptance for its decisions on incineration
technologies stems from its inability to provide scientific answers to a host
of questions as to whether waste incineration poses unacceptable risks to
public health and the environment.
The FY '88 budget

~roposal

for incineration--$2.4 million for

~th

municipal and hazardous wastes--will not appreciably improve the Agency's
ability to resolve many of the technical q>;estions, or defend its risk ""'nagement choices.
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7.

Energy/Acid Rain

The overwhelming majority of the resources in this program will be
earmarked for acidic deposition research.

The acidic deposition budget contains

approximately $55.3 million for FY '88, a modest decrease frcm $55.4 million
in the current year.

Given EPA's other pressing research priorities, the

Subcommittee concurs with the recommendation not to increase support for this
effort.

For the same reason it supports the decision net to fund cold climate

or synfuels research.
8.

Interdisciplinary Research
The interdisciplinary research program includes a diverse set of

activities such as developing guidelines
risk assessment, managing. the

Ageney~ide

.~o

promote more consisteney in

quality assurance program, the

visiting scientist program ahd.exploratory centers and grants.

•

The latter two are the best known components of the interdisciplinary
program.

Beginning in FY '85, EPA initiated a sed"s of changes in its

management of the centers and also marginally
to approximately $540,000 per center.

their funding levels

incre~sed

In general, the centers and EPA staff

have also evolved a closer working relationship which is reflected in the
recommendation that the FY '88 funding level of $4,5 million for the program
remains constant from the current year.
The Subccmmittee reiterates the

rec~ndation

contained in the

SAB's 1985 review of the centers program that EPA should fund each center at
a minimum level of $750,000-Sl,OOO,OOO to enable them to

~cquire

a critical

mass of core support resources and beccrne more produ.;tiv8 than their current
capability,

It notes ti1at SARA enables EPA to create additional centers but

that no funds were requested.

The

explo~atory.g~ants p~ogram

continues to

a constituency within EPA or the Adrninist~ation.
fo~

in the reduction of support
'87 level of $14.0 million.

suffe~

from the lack of

This is fu~ther reflected

grants in FY '88 to $10.7 million

The Subcommittee believes that the

f~

the FY

p~ogram

should be modified to more clearly support EPA's mission of developing data
and methodologies fo~ ~isk assessment and risk ~uction, while still perserving
its

EPA sould involve its laboratory and

investigato~-initiated cha~acter.

program office staff in identifying specific long-range problem
individual

investigato~s

fr~work,

subject to

could

~eview

institutional stake in the

by

pee~

p~~am.

ORO and EPA needs, while still
to submit scientifically

~espond

a~eas

that

to within the current competitive

panels.

This would expand EPA's

assist its becoming more responsive to

p~eserving

the freedom of individual researchers

.~~eative g~oposals •.

believes that alternatives are needed to the

In

s~ry,

eur~ent

the Sabcornmittee.

operation of the grants

problem because the continuation of the status quo will produce increasing
frust~ation fo~

of

cu~rent

both EPA and the scientific community.

practice will

too small to have a
decision makers.

majo~

~esult

in maintaining a

At best, the continuation

p~og~am

that, at present, is

impact in advancing scientific knowledge for EPA
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APPENDIX I

Resources Ate Distributed by Medium as Follows:
1988 Research

Budge~

Research Program

S (M)

Air

65.5

. -.+2.4

water

24.7

+0.3

Drinking Water

23.9

-0.1

Hazardws waste

45.2

-5.3

Pesticides

13.2

+0. 7

Radiation

1.4

-1.3

22.9

-s.o

29.0

-2.1

Energy/Acid Rain

58.9

-0.7

Superfund/LUST

59.1

+19.3

9.8

+0.1

$353.5

+8.3

Interdisciplinary

.Tbxic Substances'

Management/Support

Change fran 1987
'•

-~-

Source: Office of the Comptroller,
March, 1987.
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